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The firepower of the retail “army”
• The Financial Times (FT) published a very interesting chart, which is finally helping to quantify the influence of retail investors in
the markets.
• Retail investor trading now accounts for almost as much volume as mutual funds and hedge funds combined. Retail investors
have also sparked an option trading boom! Their impact can clearly explain the recent rally and volatility of today`s markets.

Source: FT (https://www.ft.com/content/7a91e3ea-b9ec-4611-9a03-a8dd3b8bddb5)
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And more to come
• CNBC announced that young retail investors are planning to spend almost half of their stimulus checks on stocks, according to
a Deutsche Bank survey.
• The survey revealed that earlier stimulus payments, handed out in recent months, were already invested in stocks. We have the
confirmation of this from the previous chart -slide nr. 2. In addition, from our own daily experiences we see more and more “normal
citizens” showing interest in stock markets and crypto currencies. The next chart on page 4 also confirms the magnitude of the
impact the stimulus package is having on the equity markets.
• Stimulus checks are currently penciled in at circa USD 405 bn. The Deutsche Bank analyst calculated that a maximum of around
USD 150 bn, could go into U.S. equities. Based on some historical assumptions, around 20% would be invested in equities,
therefore, the “firepower” should be around USD 30 bn, without taking into account any 401k plans outside of trading accounts.
• Therefore, from April 2021 equity markets should continue to experience important inflows. It is still not the time to sell, on the
contrary, after the recent market volatility caused by inflation fears, it could be the time to trade again.
• The economist Mr. Edward Yardeni added: “April showers bring May flowers”. The US government is about to shower the
economy with 1’400 USD checks, which could fuel a springtime stock market meltup.....
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Goldman Sachs US Retail Favorites Basket helps to quantify the upside

Flowbank: Timing of stimulus vs Basket of retail favorite stocks
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Nasdaq Index: comparison 1998-2000 with 2020-present

Source: Edward Yardeni / Wall Street Journal. We basically do not like such comparison, because it is very tricky the timing of comparison.
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The FED is on its largest buying spree of Treasuries since June 2020
• As we have explained many times in past reports, following the Fed speech of August 2020 investors must realize that the Fed
has more than enough “firepower” to manipulate long term interest rates. ECB is also planning to ramp up bond buying, getting
uncomfortable with rise in yields.
• The Fed bought USD 95 Bio, of which 90% were longer duration bonds, in the last 4 weeks.

Federal reserve / Crescat Capital
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Economic cycle
• We highlight the chart produced by BofA with the comment
“The Fed will inevitably move to yield curve control” as rates are
no longer anchored.
• Bank of America believes that we are entering into a period of
falling EPS and increasing interest rates.
• Recent volatility in the markets was triggered by these
comments. We genuinely believe that the strategy of global
central banks is a long term strategy (BoJ has implemented the
same strategy over 25 years, and is still doing so). Therefore,
central banks are not going to drastically diverge from post
Covid19’ decisions taken in 2020.
• Central banks still have plenty of firepower and have “pushed”
the government for more fiscal policy. Such expansive fiscal
policy cannot be afforded with higher interest rates.
• The high government debt is going to be repaid with higher
inflation and lower interest rates (negative real rates) combined
with economic growth, as already experienced in U.S. after
WW2.

Source. BofA / Flowbank
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Vaccination rates
• 9 out of 10 people in Israel have already received a vaccine!
• United Arab Emirates vaccinated 60.8% of their citizens
• UK is on the right track as also is the U.S.
• Singapore, Switzerland, Greece, Poland, Norway, Denmark
and Romania are all around 10%

Source: Statista / Michael A. Gayed
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Bakersteel forecast on precious metals and speciality metals
• We attended the webinar of our best in class precious metals/speciality metals fund (we are invested in the fund Bakersteel
Electrum). Basically, they confirmed our base scenario for the sector but updated their analysis according to recent events:
• Following the recent sell-off in gold mining equities, they are now even more undervalued. Gold miners now have the most
attractive valuation in the equity asset class and very attractive fundamentals: profitability and cash flow are improving and
increasingly there are repayments of cash to shareholders (mostly dividends or share buyback programs).
• The green energy revolution, combined with increasing stimulus spending, will drive a significant increase in demand for
speciality metals, silver, copper and nickel. There is increasing optimism, especially regarding the outlook for silver and copper,
and market participants are expecting a potential supply squeeze in battery metals.
• With increasing cash flows, pressure for improved ESG standards and, most importantly, even more attractive valuations after
the recent sell-off, M&A activities in the space are the logical consequence. At the moment, M&A due diligence processes have
slowed down due to Covid19 lock downs, but will pick up soon.
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Debt expansion is accelerating at an extreme pace: fiat money has no value

Source: Bakersteel
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After recent sell-off of the sector, extreme undervaluation vs US equity

Source Bakersteel: the gold industry is in the healthiest shape it has been for a long time, but company valuations do not reflect this yet
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Demand for speciality metals is expected to soar

As Tesla and other manufactures move closer to realising their ambitions for battery technology, the demand for these raw materials is set to rise exorbitantly
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Speciality metals: demand growth forecast

Bakersteel: demand for speciality metals is forecasted to soar, by Lithium by 10 times, Cobalt 6x, Graphite 3x, Nickel 2x and SILVER 2 to 3x
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Key themes for speciality metals equities in 2021

The green technology revolution will transform demand for speciality metals, while recovery is in sight for industrial metals.
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U.S. inheritance taxes
• With the increasing boom in U.S. equities some newspapers are reminding investors that, having setup a global information
exchange in the financial industry, it is now very easy for U.S. Tax authorities to monitor the filling in of Form 706-NA in the case
of wills and inheritance taxes.
• For example, the volume of US equities held in Switzerland increased from USD 150 bn to 600 bn between January and
November 2020. Inheritance beneficiaries could face up to 40% U.S. taxes from amounts above 60k USD held in US equities,
bonds and other investment vehicle.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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